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ABSTRACT:- Wireless sensor Networks (WSNs) accommodates tiny nodes with sensing, computation and 

wireless communications capabilities. Several routing, power management, and information dissemination 

protocols are specifically designed for WSNs wherever energy awareness is an important design issue. The main 

focus has been given to the routing protocols which could take issue reckoning on the applying and 

specification. One among the key challenges wireless sensor networks face these days is security. Whereas the 

preparation of sensor nodes in an unattended surroundings makes the networks prone to a spread of potential 

attacks, the inherent power and memory limitations of device nodes makes standard security solutions 

infeasible. The sensing technology combined with process power and wireless communication makes it 

profitable for being exploited in lots of abundance in future. The wireless communication technology 

additionally acquires numerous sorts of security threats. This paper discusses a large kind of attacks in WSN and 

their classification mechanisms and totally different securities out there to handle them together with the 

challenges faced. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless sensor networks(WSN)  being additional sensible are often used and additional applicable day by day 

for being simple to use in open house and occupying less house than military, health and drugs, police work and 

even industrial applications are simply a couple of the fields wherever a WSN is already used extensively. 

They’re composed of an oversized variety of small sensing element nodes equipped with restricted computing 

and communication capabilities. Since inexpensive sensing element nodes are typically deployed in an 

uncontrolled or perhaps harsh surroundings they're susceptible to have faults. It’s therefore fascinating to 

discover find the faulty sensing element nodes and exclude them from the network throughout traditional 

operation unless they'll be used as communication nodes. Wireless sensing element Networks (WSNs) give a 

technological basis for several completely different applications. Applications range from battlefield or essential 

infrastructure surveillance over emergency response to health care situations. Reckoning on the appliance, the 

monitored surroundings may be covered by a whole bunch or perhaps thousands of sensing element nodes. 

Sensing element nodes incorporates a sensing, a process, a transceiver, and an influence unit. The sensing unit is 

employed to perform some measurements of some physical phenomena, e.g., temperature, pressure, movements. 

The process unit consists of a slow CPU and a restricted memory space. It allows a sensing element node to pre-

process the measured knowledge before causing it mistreatment the transceiver unit. The measurements are sent 
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to a central base station referred to as sink. The facility unit sometimes consists of battery pack. Most WSN 

applications situations, particularly large-scale WSNs with thousands of sensing element nodes need that a 

private sensing element node has got to be low-cost. As a result, the accessible resources are extraordinarily 

strained. The strained process power of a sensing element node needs the utilization of solely economical 

operations that are appropriate for the restricted CPU and therefore the restricted memory space. Particularly the 

restricted energy resources build energy saving of overriding importance to realize an extended lifespan of a 

WSN. Thus, the overhead for computation and communication should be low. Since communication needs a big 

quantity of energy, solely as few messages as necessary that are as short as attainable ought to be transmitted. 

1.1 Types of Attacks 

� Sink hole Attack 

• The Sink hole or black hole could be a kind of Denial Of service wherever a malicious code will attract 

all alternative packets by incorrectly claiming a contemporary route to the destination and so absorb 

them while not forwarding. 

• Cooperative black hole suggests that the malicious node acts in a very cluster. 

• A sinkhole attack may be simply launched by an opposer node within the sensing element network.  

• The sinkhole attack is insider corporate executive attack. Since information packets don't reach the 

destination node on account of this attack data loss can occur. 

• It's 2 properties: initial the offender consumes the entertained packets with none forwarding to the 

receiver. Second the nodes destroy the mobile unintentional routing protocol to promote itself because 

it has a legitimate route to a destination node. 

• The defected node tried to advertise itself concerning the trail of the route to the destination node. 

� Dos attack 

In wireless sensor networks, Denial of Service (DoS) is made by the unintentional failure of nodes or malicious 

action. DoS attack is supposed for any event that diminishes a network’s capability to produce a service 

however not for the adversary’s commit to subvert, disrupt, or destroy a network. The mechanisms to forestall 

DoS attacks embrace payment for network resources, pushback, robust authentication and identification of 

traffic. Denial of Service (DoS) attack diminishes or eliminates a network's capability to perform its expected 

perform. It causes the jam of a node or set of nodes. The jamming of a network will are available 2 forms: 

constant jamming, and intermittent jam. Constant jamming involves the entire jamming of the complete 

network. No messages are ready to be sent or received. If the jam is barely intermittent, then nodes are ready to 

exchange messages periodically, however not systematically. In wireless sensor networks, many kinds of DoS 

attacks in several layers can be performed. At physical layer the DoS attacks might be jamming and change of 

state, at link layer, collision, exhaustion, unfairness, at network layer, neglect and greed, homing, misdirection, 

black holes and at transport layer this attack may well be performed. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

Hassen Mestiri et. al [1] proposed that Fault attacks were powerful and economical cryptanalysis techniques to 

search out the secret key of the Advanced encryption standard (AES) algorithmic rule. To guard the AES 

implementation against those attacks, variety of countermeasures had been projected. The author projected a 

fault detection theme for the Advanced cryptography standard. The author conferred its details implementation 
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in every transformation of the AES. The simulation results showed that the fault coverage achieves 99.999% for 

the projected theme. Its area overhead and frequency degradation had been compared and it's shown that the 

projected scheme achieves a decent performance in terms of area and frequency. Tiziana campana et. al [2] 

projected that numerous sensor network studies had according instances of faults in WSN. The author focused 

specifically on 2 sorts of faults those caused by sensor node crashes ensuing from power depletion or unreliable 

hardware and people caused by unpredictable link property due to unstable wireless links. The Intellects 

methodology through the utilization of a work throughout the experiments 2 parameters particularly transmits 

power and therefore the radio channel were modified at run time so as to form controlled faults and managed 

topology modification. Intellects were ready to discover injected faults and acknowledge topology amendment. 

Intellects data facilitates the development of an abstract summary of the network topologies created throughout 

the experiments and helps us higher perceive the network as an entire.  Zhaoxing Wang et. al [3] represented 

that a fault detection scheme was supported credible nodes set for wireless detector networks. Whereas an 

occurrence happens the impact on the nodes around the event source might be represented as a distance-related 

model. And therefore the model might be remodelled to a group of linear equations. The coefficients of linear 

equations were determined by energy value and intrinsic properties of the event source and that they might be 

discovered through the credible nodes’ measured values and location parameters. The author might accomplish 

the detection. Simulation results showed that the fault detection accuracy and therefore the warning rate were 

unbroken high and low severally even within the case wherever 400th of the detector nodes were faulty. Nan 

Yao et. al [4] detailed that WSN had attracted several issues in numerous domains because of its special 

features. The strategy to boost the dependability of WSN was one amongst the essential challenges from 

theoretical analysis to actual application. 5 hot analysis interests had been mentioned severally during this paper 

and a number of other relevant state of the art technologies had been analysed then future direction and 

demanding technologies were projected also. Dr. Shahriar Mohammadi et. al. [5] represented that WSN carries 

with it hundreds or thousands small sensor nodes like MICA2 that operate autonomously; conditions like value, 

invisible deployment and lots of application domains, result in little size and restricted resources sensors. WSNs 

are at risk of many sorts of link layer attacks and most of ancient networks security techniques are unusable on 

WSNs. During this paper, the author concentrate on security of WSNs, divide it into four classes and can think 

about them and a comparison of them. This work allows us to spot the aim and capabilities of the attackers; 

additionally, the goal and effects of the link layer attacks on WSNs square measure introduced. Also, this paper 

discusses renowned approaches of security detection and defensive mechanisms against the link layer attacks; 

this could modify it security managers to manage the link layer attacks of WSNs additional effectively. Gao 

Baolu et. al. [6] represented that Wireless sensor network was a thriving information aggregation and process 

technology that was wide utilized in military field, business and environmental observance etc. With reference 

to massive mechanical equipment, ancient wired sensors were usually used for fault detection and diagnosing. 

There would be no wiring problem if wireless sensor networks were used that was favourable to discover 

potential issues in mechanical instrumentation while not affecting traditional production of enterprises. The 

appliance of wireless sensor networks in machinery fault diagnosing was studied knowledge fusion model for 

machinery fault diagnosing in wireless detector networks and PCA neural data fusion formula was projected and 

therefore the effectiveness of the strategy is incontestable in an experiment. L. Nithyanandan et. al. [7] advised 

that Greedy Perimeter unsettled Routing (GPSR) was an established economical geographical routing protocol 
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for wireless Adhoc network that was isosceles in nature. It additionally offered routing support for WSN. But 

GPSR was designed for the symmetrical links or bidirectional approachable however sensor networks were 

typically uneven in nature. Furthermore in WSN the nodes weren't selected through their IP addresses instead 

they were marked with their locations. Thus once the destination was outside the boundary GPSR suffers by 

energy inefficiency because it had to trace through all the nodes within the boundary for reaching the 

destination. The simulation results verified that the energy and delay was reduced and thus the projected 

protocol outperforms the present routing protocol for WSN. Luis Javier García Villalba et. al [8] represented 

that the WSN network consists of a major range of nodes deployed in an intensive area within which not all 

nodes are directly connected. Then, the info exchange is supported by multihop communications. Routing 

protocols are to blame of discovering and maintaining the routes within the network. However, the 

appropriateness of a selected routing protocol principally depends on the capabilities of the nodes and on the 

application requirements. This paper presents a review of the most routing protocols projected for wireless 

sensor networks. In addition, the paper includes the efforts allotted by Spanish universities on developing 

improvement techniques within the space of routing protocols for wireless detector networks. Sutharshan 

Rajasegarar et. al [9] projected that Anomaly detection in wireless detector networks was a very important 

challenge for tasks like fault diagnosing, intrusion detection and observance applications. The algorithms 

developed for anomaly detection had to contemplate the inherent limitations of detector networks in their style 

so the energy consumption in detector nodes was reduced and therefore the lifespan of the network was 

maximized. The author analyzed the state of the art in anomaly detection techniques for wireless sensor 

networks and discuss some open problems for analysis. Phuong et al. [10] conferred a replacement theme based 

on the cumulative sum formula (CuSum) for detecting completely different forms of attacks in WSN. This 

formula was one amongst the amendment purpose detection formula accustomed detect the amendment of the 

average of random sequence. During this theme the CuSum formula was used to discover the changes within the 

range of incoming and outgoing packets likewise as the range of collisions. A collection of observance nodes 

was elite so every sensor node was monitored by a minimum of one monitor node. This scheme‘s main 

downside was that the monitor node will be some extent of failure simply since it's a traditional detector node. 

Additionally the implementation of such formula in an exceedingly traditional monitor node is power 

consuming. 

 

3. PROPOSED MODEL 

In proposed model Sink hole and DOS attack will be detected in WSN using check agent. In earlier works only 

sinkhole attack was detected. The role of check agent reduces additional overhead from the network. The 

information delivery is ensured as there's a provision of using multiple base stations within the network. The 

quantity of base stations are going to be decreased and quality of message handling are going to be improved 

this can lead to higher delivery in WSN. The method of using checking agent can reduce the consumption of 

energy within the network by the node. In ancient model the thought of checking agent is enforced. Solely 

region is detected using this system. Check agent may be a software system program that is self-controlling and 

it moves from node to node and checks the presence of black-hole nodes within the network. The technique is 

enforced using java language and therefore the results are compared with and while not the check agents. 
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3.1 Implementation Detail 

In this paper we tried to create a simulator of WSN. This simulator is working in the area of 100 by 100. In 

WSN there is a base station and nodes. The communication exchange takes place between nodes and base 

station. Each node have various parameters at the initial stage such as initial energy E0, Transmission exchange 

energy ETX, Receiving exchange energy ERX, Data aggregation energy EDA. The number of nodes in the 

network are fixed initially. The procedure of communication is based on nodes, cluster heads and base stations. 

In the simulator in each round a new cluster head is created randomly. The nodes required to establish a 

connection with base station have to send the initial data to the belonging cluster head and further cluster head 

will send the data to the base station. Cluster heads are changing randomly with time. Any node can be choose 

as cluster head. The cluster head amplify the data received from the node and send it to the specific base station. 

The energy loss takes place during every receiving and transmission procedure takes place. The values of ETX 

and ERX are changed in correspondence to the initial energy of node. The number of rounds are fixed initially. 

In each round the route of communication is changed i.e. in every new round a new node sends data to a 

different cluster head and further cluster head sends data to a different base station. In each round new base 

station and new cluster heads are formed randomly. The change in state leads to the change of each particle 

present in the network. The cluster heads are appointed to nodes on the basis of nearest neighbour policy so that 

there will be minimum loss of energy during transmission and receiving of data. The energy of each node is 

traversed after each change in state so as to refine the dead nodes and normal nodes. The dead nodes are those 

whose energy parameter values are zero and these nodes are depicted as red coloured nodes. In every network 

there are advance energy nodes which are in built by Network Handler Company so as to fulfil the requirement 

of nodes in the networks if maximum nodes are dead in the network. These nodes leads to signal amplification 

of nodes. The energy of these nodes are much higher than other nodes in the network. At the time of sending 

data to the base station energy loss is more than the energy loss while transferring data to any other node.  

 

3.2 Results  
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4. CONCLUSION and FUTURE SCOPE 

The proposed work proves a 100% detection technique to prevent the incidence of black-hole attack in WSN. 

This system uses routing through multiple base stations only if there's an opportunity of occurrence of black-

holes within the network. Otherwise routing through nearest base station is completed to scale back further use 

of messages within the network. Hence it reduces the consumption of energy within the network by the node 

that may be a major issue that is restricted and is to be thought-about rigorously within the sensor networks. The 

info delivery is ensured as there's a provision of exploitation multiple base stations within the network. However 

the work may be done more to handle the message quality and to use less range of base stations within the 

network for higher delivery leads to the wireless detector networks. 
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